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Quiet time is between 10.30pm and 7.30am, please
consider others, keep noise, music, animals,
children etc to a minimum. No vehicle movement
after time time unless in an emergency - if using a
taxi please get dropped off at the front of the site.

The speed limit is STRICTLY 5MPH as soon as
you turn off the main road and around the site. In
addition to having children on the site there are
free-range children, cats and even goats wandering
around so please be extra vigilant, especially when
driving along the side of the shop where customers
often come out of the feed barn. 

No smoking is allowed in the buildings and
toilets. If you are a smoker, please do not discard
your cigarette butts on the ground. Please use the
bins provided for all general domestic litter. You
are not allowed to use these bins for any old
camping or electrical equipment. There is a local
tip around 2 miles away for this, please ask a
memeber of staff for directions.

Dogs are welcome, a maximum of two per unit. All
dogs must be kept on a lead at all times when on
the site. Even though your dog may be obedient,
there are times when you will not be aware your
dog is fouling. Please clean up after your dog. Dogs
are not allowed in the toilets or shower facilities,
well behaved dogs are allowed in the cafe and shop.
We do not have a specific dog walking field on-site,
however, there are many local dog walking routes,
please just ask

Wipes, Nappies and sanitary products must not be
flushed down the toilet, please wrap and place in
the bins provided. Do not empty your waste down
the toliet, the Elsan point or CDP is to be used for
chemical toilet waste, the grey water disposal point
are both situated in the wooden shed.

Please do not use this opportunity for washing
your caravan, car or filling large paddling pools.

We do not allow group bookings, even if you book
individually then appear to be in a group on arrival,
you will be asked to leave.

Before using, please ask for a concrete slab so you do
not damage the grass.

Please be aware that the site has CCTV situated at
the entrance, bins and on the site itself.

The owners are absolved of all liability for
accidents to caravans, or motor home, guests,
and from responsibility for loss or damage to
personal property. The owners reserve the
right to ask any persons not observing these
conditions, or creating  a nuisance to leave
the site.

 
In the event of a complaint, please speak to
Colin immediately. His phone number is
07970 663975.


